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News from CPALI/SEPALIM
Now in our 16th year of operation, CPALI is taking a backseat
to SEPALI Madagascar. Our initial programs focused in
Madagascar on farming endemic resources, learning how to
work with subsistence farmers and identifying a product that
could be marketed in northern markets.  That work, except for
the marketing, has all been taken over by SEPALI Madagascar
(https://www.sepalim.org) who now plans their own agenda
and new directions based on the orders they receive from the
market as well as the effects of local commodity markets onto
subsistence farmer behavior. 
 
 Mamy Ratsimbazafy has worked to "diversify SEPALIM's
product portfolio" while CPALI is working to respond to their
market needs.  When vanilla prices caused farmers in one
area to drop silk production, SEPALI Madagascar searched for
a new type of caterpillar cocoon produced in a different
ecological environment where vanilla is not grown.  Due to
Madagascar's habitats and rich biodiversity there are many
possibilities for new natural products if SEPALIM can
recognize them and develop enough markets to support
endemic resource farming.  We hope we can work fast
enough.
 
CPALI is now working to develop the collection presented at
the Sheehan Gallery, Whitman College, into a traveling display
available to other museums or colleges.  If you have any
suggestions, or contacts in your local community that might be
interested, please be sure to contact us. 
 
CPALI is also looking for new ways to sell our products and
interested in finding importers and new buyers to integrate our
goods into their collections or sales.  We would like to hire a
marketer. If you are interested, and have a network to
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introduce our goods into, please contact CPALI or SEPALI
Madagascar directly.

NEWS FROM THE FIELD
 Thanks to the insight of Mamy Ratsimbazafy, SEPALI
Madagascar has identified new ways to work with subsistence
farmers as well as manage it artisan workers.  SEPALI's
success in the field is due to its structured economic approach
to project implementation that we hope will be used in other
parts of Madagascar.  The program is initiated by outlining a
series of targets to subsistence farmers that each result in an
economic earning. In addition, the activity achieved results in a
new activity, building on the first, that lends access a new
economic opportunity that is even more profitable. There are
no competitions - everyone has access to the same end (and
future). Furthermore, SEPALI provides a continuing market for
the endemic product farmed.  Farmers may drop out of
caterpillar farming for a year or two but if they start up again,
SEPALI Madagascar is there waiting to support them. It has
not been easy, but as a result SEPALI has diversified its
product portfolio allowing it to better roll with fluctuations in the
commodity market. The system also fits the time constraints of
subsistence farmers and hopefully will allow them to step into
a more profitable income bracket.

Mamy has also designed a unique system for  organizing
artisans to make cocoon-silk. Most, but not all, of the artisans
are women. The artisans that work for Mamy have been
trained to make a variety of natural products using simple
sewing and weaving skills. "Mamy's rule" is that if an artisan
needs to drop out of the workshop for a few days, a month or
even a  year, they can return to work as long as they provide a
 substitute to fill-in for the time they are gone. Jobs with
SEPALI  Madagascar are demanding and "Mamy's rule" allows
members of the workforce to take a rest or attend to the home
as needed.  It also serves a  way to extend training more
individuals in the Maroantsetra community.  While it may not
be a system that would be profitable in a higher income
country, it works well for individuals living subsistence life
styles and hopefully helps them move to new jobs and non-
subsistence incomes.

SEPALI continues to adapt to fluctuating electricity, market
isolation, and the effects of climate by positioning itself to be a
materials supplier, as opposed to producer of finished
products. To address the costs of overseas shipping, SEPALI
Madagascar is trying to market its card-woven raffia trims to
designers working in Madagascar who are making finished
hand bags, belts and shoes.
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SEPALI is excited about its current and future marketing
events with Sanjo Silk, importer and seller of all undyed
textiles. Sanjo is located on Granville Island in BC and also
sells online (http://www.sanjosilk.com).  Recently Diana
Sanderson traveled to Japan to show "cocoon-silk" to
Japanese buyers. In addition, Sanjo continues to supply artists
in Canada and the US with all their cocoon silk needs.  One of
those, Koti Designs (http://www.kotidesigns.ca) had been
producing beautiful, high-end hand bags. Sanjo dyes the silk to
order.

Finally we are excitedly waiting for Lalaina's up-coming   trip to
Santa Fe to participate in the International Artisans Market.
 The team has successfully produced a large volume of
products for the show under Lalaina's direction. If you happen
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to be in Santa Fe 12 - 14 July, don't miss the artisans parade
on Thursday evening and the market over the weekend.  It is
and impressive display of crafts from around the world.  Hope
you will stop by the SEPALI booth to catch-up with the team
and our latest products.

 

We greatly appreciate your support and welcome your
feedback.

All the best,
 

                                         
Catherine Craig, PhD 
CPALI President  

CPALI, PO Box  398006, Cambridge, MA 02139
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